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February 11, 1987
ST-HL-AE-1848
File No.: G25

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

South Texas Project
Units 1 and 2

Docket Nos. STN 50-498, STN 50-4999
Resoonse to NRC Comments on the Procedures Generation Package

We are submitting the attached responses to the NRC's comments on the
South Texas Project Electric Generation Station Procedures Generation Package
transmitted by Mr. N. P. Kadambi's letter dated January 16, 1987. At the
request of the NRC staf f, we have attached a copy of procedure OPOP09-EO-E030
Steam Generator Tube Rupture, including associated verification and
discrepancy forms, to show an example of a finished procedure. In addition, a
copy of the Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency Response Guidelines Low
Pressure Reference Plant Description and Background Information on Generic
Instrumentation marked to show dif ferences between STPEGS and the reference
plant is attached.

If you should have any questions on this matter, please contact Mr.
M. A. McBurnett at (512) 972-8530.

Very tru,1y yours,

( / -

\ kA. v
M. R. Wi enburg
Deputy P ject Man er

MAM:1jm

Attachments: 1) Resolutions to NRC Comnents on STPECS Procedures Generation
Package

2) STPEGS Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) Emergency
Operating Procedure

3) Verification and Discrepancy Forms for STPEGS SGTR Emergency
Operating Procedure

4) Comparison of STPEGS to WOG ERG Referet.ce Plant
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cc:

Regional Administrator, Region IV M.B. Lee /J.E. Malaski
Nuclear Regulatory Commission City of Austin

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000 P.O. Box 1088
Arlington, TX 76011 Austin, TX 78767-8814

N. Prasad Kadambi, Project Manager M.T. Hardt/A. von Rosenberg
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission City Public Service Board
7920 Norfolk Avenue P.O. Box 1771
Bethesda, MD 20814 San Antonio, TX 78296

Robert L. Perch, Project Manager Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
7920 Norfolk Avenue 1717 H Street
Bethesda, MD 20814 Washington, DC 20555

Dan R. Carpenter
Senior Resident Inspector / Operations
e/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
P.O. Box 910
Bay City, TX 77414

Claude E. Johnson
Senior Resident Inspector /STP
c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

P.O. Box 910
Bay City TX 77414

M.D. Schwarz , Jr. , Esquire
Baker & Botts
One Shell Plaza
Houston, TX 77002

J.R. Newman, Esquire
Newman & Holtzinger, P.C.
1615 L Street, N.W.

| Washington, DC 20036
|

| T.V. Shockley/R.L. Range
Central Power & Light Company<

P. O. Box 2121
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Attcchment 1.

ST-HL-AE-1848,

Page 1. of 30

RESOLUTIONS TO NRC COMMENTS ON STPECS
PROCEDURES CENERATION PACKAGE

,

PLANT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL GUIDELINES

NRC COMMENT

A.I. All deviations from and additions to (including plant-specific
bracketed information) the ERGS should be documented, and an
analysis or ot!mr technical justification supporting the deviations
and additions should be included with the E0P Step
Justification / Verification Form. Those deviations or additions to
the ERCS and their justification that are of safety significance
should also be included in the PGP.

HL&P RESPONSE

Deviations and additions to the ERCS and associated justifications are
documented for each procedure in accordance with the Emergency Operating
Procedure Writers Guide OPOP01-ZA-0006. Examples of this material are
included as Attachment 3 of this submittal for the E0P for Steam Generator
Tube Ruptures.

,
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NRC COMMENT

'.
A.2. Section 1 of the Emergency Procedures Writers Guide and Verification

document states that additional E0Ps, not previously identified by
the WOG, should be prepared as per this procedure. Since these
procedures will be an addition to the ERGS, all procedure steps
contained therein should be treated as additions to the ERGS and
handled accordingly.

HL&P RESPONSE

HL&P will use the same process for any further guidelines developed by the WOG
or by Westinghouse for STP as was used for the initial revisions of the E0Ps.
Any STP specific procedure developed by Westinghouse at the direction of HL&P
will also be accompanied by the same background information as furnished by
the WOG for the ERGS.

NRC COMMENT

A.3. Section 2.2.2.2 of the Emergency Procedures Writers Guide and
Verification document states that each step should be reviewed for
preferential order. If the resultant step order is not in
accordance with the step sequence requirements of the respective
ERG, the respective steps deviate from the ERGS and should be
handled accordingly.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide Step 2.2.2.2 will be revised to reflect the preferred
sequence as specified within each WOG background document. Step Justification
Forms have been used when deviations are made from the preferred sequence in
the guideline. Any deviation must still comply with the alternate sequence.

!

|

|
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WRITER'S GUIDE

NRC COMMENT

B.I.a. Section 3.1.2 states that the operator's written procedure
section "shall be in the dual page, four column style using
Addendum 1." Addendum 1 (p. 28) shows a single page with a
dual column format; thus Addendum 1 does not present the format
described in Section 3.1.2. The writer's guide should be
revised so that examples and text are consistent.

HL&P RESPONSE

Procedure OPOP01-ZA-0006 will be revised at Step 3.1.2 to clarify format
requirements of the operator addenda so that the examples and text are
consistent.

NRC COMMENTS

B . I .b . Sections 3.1.2.1.1 and 3.1.2.1.2 state that operator copies of
written procedures shall, when opened, present " user
information and steps" on the lef t and "non-user information"
on the right. Because " user information" and "Non-user
information" are not defined, these instructions are not clear.
The writer's guide should be revised to define and give
formatting instructions for.these types of information, and to
explain how these types of information will be presented in the
four-column format discussed in Section 3.1.2.

HL&P RESPONSE

The user in the position or operator for which the procedure is designed
(Primary, Secondary, or Unit Supervisor) as per Step 5.5. To clarify " user"

in the format requirements section, a note will be added prior to step 3.1.2
for early identification.

L3/NRC/b f
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NRC COMMENT

B.l.c. It appears that user information will contain operator
instructions. Because of the importance of operator
instructions, such information would be better presented in a
prominent position. Since when presented with a set of facing
pages, the eye is naturally drawn to the right-hand page,
operator instructions should be presented on the right-hand
page, rather than the left-hand page as specified in Section
3 . 2 .1.1. Thus, we suggest that all user information be
included on the right-hand page.

HL&P RESPONSE

Placement of procedures steps relative to the user was based upon the concept
that when a person reads a book or newspaper the eyes naturally go to the
left. Due to the organization of our procedures with printed information on
both sides, they are like a book and people respond in a like manner. Based
on actual usage during the verification and validation, the placement proved
to be acceptable. Operators have undergone training on E0P's in the present
format. A change at this time would result in a negative training effect.

NRC COMMENT

B .l .d . Section 3.1.2.1.3 states that each operator copy of the written
procedure "shall be identified on the front page as which
operator section when closed as per Addendum 1." The writer's
guide should be revised to clarify these instructions.

s

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be clarified.

.
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NRC COMMENT s

B.2.e. Cover sheets are an important source of'informat'ica for
operators. Se!ction 3.2.1, which discusses cover sheets, should
be expanded to specify that cover sheets will also include the
revision number and the unit and facility designations.

I

HL&P RESPONSE

The revision number will be added to the procedure cover sheets.. Procedure
distribution and maintenance is governed by plant procedure " Maintenance and
Distribution of Controlled Documents" (OPGP03-ZA-0013) which specifies coloreds

pages for use in specific units. Therefore unit, designation is not required.

.

NRC COMMENT

B.2.f. Section 3.2.2 states that items on the cover sheet should be
separated by a " minimum" of two lines. The writer's guide
should' be revised to provide exact line spacing requirements.

.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be hevised to reflect exact line spacing requirements.

NRC COMMENT

B.2.g. Although Addendum 1, a sample E0P page, includes the facility
designation, the text of the writer's' guide does not contain
instructions to include the facility designation on E0P pages.
The text of the writer's guide should be revised to specify
that the facility designation will be inc'f uded on each E0P

*page.

i

'

MfAP RESPONSE

| Addendud 1 of the writer's guide shows a preprinted form to be used as per
Step 3.1.5. Reference to the content of the page is not required in the text

| of the writer's guide.

l i
t

*

i

*
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NRC COMMENT

~ B.3.a was withdrawn by the NRC.

NRC COMMENT

B.3.b. Section 3.3.5 states that each status tree should " provide
information and identify the starting point similar to the WOG
status trees." The writer's guide should be revised to;

provide specific formatting information for this information
starting point. As example should be provided.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be revised to require a starting point for using the
status trees and provide an example.

NRC C0KMENT

B.3.c. Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.3 indicate that different symbols are
to be used in the status trees and flow charts. The
presentation of status trees and flow charts in varying
formats could lead to operator confusion. Therefore, we
recommend that status trees and flow charts be presented using
common symbols. Section 6.1 should define these symbols and
an example of a properly formatted status tree should be
provided.

HL&P RESPONSE

The response to item B.4. indicates that flow charts will not be used at
STPEGS for Emergency Operating Procedures.
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NRC COMMENT
.

.

B.3.d. Operators must be able to easily locate the status trees. The
writer's guide does not discuss the location of status trees
within the procedure set. The writer's guide should be
expanded to provide this information.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be revised to indicate that status trees will be bound
in one volume of the procedure set and clearly identified as such.

NRC COMMENTS /HL&P RESPONSE

B.4. HL&P will not use flow charts as a substitution for the written
procedure; therefore, a detailed response to these comments is
unnecessary. The writer's guide will be revised accordingly.

NRC COMMENT

B.5.a. Section 3.4.1 states that " conditional information pages may
be used for various types of information and as such may be in
several formats." It is not clear how conditional information
pages are to be used in E0Ps, or what types of information
should be presented in conditional information pages. The
writer's guide should be revised to specifically discuss the
types of information to be included in conditional information
pages and the format that should be used to present each type
of information.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide Step 3.4.1 will be revised to read: " Conditional
Information pages contain those actions which are applicable during any step
of the procedure. This information may be presented in the format prescribed
in 3.4.1.1. The WOG " fold-out" pages will be presented as Conditional
Information pages."
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NRC COHHENT -

-

B.5.b. Section 4.2 states that conditional information pages will be
printed on the left pages of procedure text in the
Supervisor's procedure section. The writer's guide does not
discuss the location of conditional information pages in the
operator's section. The writer's guide should be revised to
specify the location of conditional information pages in the
operator's section of procedures.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide Step 4.2 specifies that only the Supervisor's copy of the
procedure shall have Conditional Information pages. Since he is the control
point for the procedure this location was chosen. Operator's copies will not
have Conditional Information pages.

NRC COHHENT

B.6. Tables and other printed operator aids can assist operators in
making decisions and locating information. Section 3.4.1.1, which
discusses tables, should be revised to provide specific formatting
instructions f or tables.

HL&P RESPONSE

Item 3.4.1.1 of the writer's guide (Tables) will be revised and expanded into
a section similar to the description provided by the WOG in the WOG Writer's
Guide for guideline preparation.

NRC COMMENT

B.7. Placekeeping aids can assist operators in keeping track of their
position within a procedure. Section 3.5.3 states that checklists
will be attached as addendums to procedures. Because it would be
inconvenient for operators to flip between a procedure and a
checklist, we recommend that , instead of including a separate
checklist, spaces for check marks be provided on procedure pages.
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HL&P RESPONSE - '
.

Checklists are issued to the performing operator; thereby, relieving the Unit
Supervisor rom maintaining this place within the procedure. The writer's
guide will be revised to clarify the placement of the checklists and/or
addendums.

,

NRC COMMENT

B.8. It is important that a consistent method of step numbering be used
throughout the E0Ps. The writer's guide should be revised with
regard to the following:

a. Aside from the example in Addendum 1, the writer's guide
provides no information on the numbering of steps. The text
of the writer's guide should be revised to specifically
describe a system of step numbering which will assign a unique
number to each step.

b. Step numbers do not precede the examples of steps in various
sections (e.g., 7.6.1, 7.10.1, 8.4, and 13.1.3). The writer's

guide examples should be revised so that all steps are
properly numbered.

c. The text of the writer's guide gives no guidance on the
numbering of substeps. Furthermore, the following examples do
not number substeps in a consistent manner: Addendum 1 uses
Arabic numerals separated by periods (i.e., 1.1, 1.1.1);
Sections 8.4 and 13.2.3 sequentially number steps (i.e., I.,

2.); Sections 9.4 and 13.1.3 ase bullets; Section 3.4.1.2, the
example of the conditional statement uses bullets at one level
and lower cause letters at a lower level; and Section 7.10.1

does number substeps at all. These examples are confusing and
contradictory. All examples should be revised to conform to
the method of step numbering to be described in the text of
the writer's guide.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be revised to correct the examples contained. Also
guidance will be provided for step numbering in addition to that already
provided in Section 5.0 of the guide. The WOG "high level" step corresponds
to the STP " key step" and is numbered using whole numbers (i.e., 1.0, 2.0,
13.0). Supporting substeps will be numbered to show the association (i.e.,
1.1, 1.2, 2.2, 13.6, etc.).
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NRC COMMENT

B.9. It is important that E0Ps be presented in a format that is easy to
read. Section 5.4 states that "the use of dashed lines across the
page may be considered to keep the horizontal relationship" between
the columns on the page. Because such lines would clutter the
page, we recommend this horizontal relationship be maintained in
some other manner, e.g., sufficient vertical space between steps.

HL&P RESPONSE

The use of dashed lines to separate steps and help maintain horizontal
relationships was suggested by the human f actors consultants who attended the
verification and validation exercise. This choice was made instead of
additional spacing which would greatly lengthen the procedures. We have
compared procedures which have and have not used the dashed lines and have
found the use of the lines greatly enhance the procedures. The attached
procedure contains examples of this format.

NRC COMMENT

B.10. To ensure that the flow of information from procedures to operators
in uninterrupted, it is important that action steps be presented
entirely on one page. Section 5.4 states that "if steps from
either column continue to the next page, print " Continued on Next
Page at the bottom of the affected column." The writer's guide
should be revised to indicate that steps may not be split between
pagec, and the referenced portion of Section 5.4 should be
eliminated.

i

HL&P RESPONSE

Please refer to the attached sample procedure. Continuing substeps on
subsequent pages is a necessity due to the length of the supporting steps
associated with key steps, and it decreases the overall length of the
procedure. Therefore the notation is needed to maintain operator awareness of
his actions. Page breaks are not allowed within a substep.

r

_ _ . _ . __ _ . . _ _ _ . , . . . . . _ _ . -_ _ _ _ _ _ , _ . _ . ,__._,__.,,,.,.-__.m. - _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ , . ,_
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NRC COMMENT ,

B.ll.a. Instructions should be written as complete sentences.-

Sections 7.2.2, 7.6.1, 9.4, and 13.1.3 contain examples
where instructions are not written as sentences. Sentences
should be written using a word order common to standard
American English usage. These examples should be rewritten
as standard sentences.

HL&P RESPONSE

The examples noted by the NRC will be revised to conform to the requirements
of the writer's guide.

NRC COMMENT

B.ll.b. The writer's guide should state that instructions should be
written as directives, i.e., in the imperative mode.

!

HL&P RESPONSE

Writer's guide Step 13.1.2 will be revised to add " with sentence structure
written as a directive when requiring the operator to perform an act."

NRC C0KHENT
i

B.ll.c. The writer's guide should address the formats and
definitions of the following types of action steps: (1)
steps that verify an action; (2) steps of continuous or

j periedic concern / applicability; (3) steps for which a number
of alternative actions are equally acceptable; and (4) steps

| performed concurrently with other steps.
i

HL&P RESPONSE
,

,

The writer's guide will be revised to utilize the same methods as identified
by the WOG in its writer's guide to identify immediate actions. Proper use of
action verbs, logic statements, and notations will be used to identify items

; 2, 3, and 4 of the NRC comment.

i
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.
,

B.ll.d. Section 7.1 states that procedure steps "should contain one,
but not more than two actions." Instruction steps which run
actions together could be confusing to operators. This
section should be revised to cicarly state that procedure

'

steps will contain only one action.

i

HL&P RESPONSE*

The writer's guide will be revised to state that "when there are two actions
contained in one step, the actions should be related, i.e., open and throttle;

{ unload and stop; start and load."
,

!

| NRC COMMENT

j B.ll.e. Section 7.10 states, " procedures are developed to prescribe
a specific series of tasks to be accomplished. These tasks

3

i will be identified as the key steps and be performed by the
i sub-steps listed below." Section 13.1.2, which states "each
j key step should begin with an appropriate action verb or

i verb with modifier," also indicates that key steps will
I contain operator actions. We recommend that upper-level

(key) steps not include operator actions; instead, upper-'

| 1evel steps should be used as headings to introduce lower
i level steps, which would contain specific operator actions.
! For example, an example in Section 8.4 has a high-level step
| " Start a Reactor Coolant Pump". This is not an instruction

! to start the pump per se, but a heading for the substeps
| that follow. These substeps provide actions that are to be

; followed before the pump is to be started. Wording the
' high-level step in this manner can mislead the operator.

Thus, the writer's guide shoubt Le revised to state that
upper-level steps will not contata operator actions.

.

i

!

i HL&P RESPONSE
i

The STPEGS writer's guide utilizes the same approach as the WOG when preparing
the E0Ps. As can be seen by the attached example, key steps (WOG high level

;

i steps) are used to direct the operator toward the ultimate goal of the key
step and substeps are used to show how to accomplish that goal. Please referi

: to attached procedure.

|

:

i

4

.
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NRC COMMENT ,

B.ll.f. Section 3.1.8 states that a procedure key step shou'Id
include (1) the actions to be taken, (2) the inf ormation
source, and (3) the location. Because upper-level (key)
steps should not contain operator actions for the reasons
discussed above, this section should be revised to apply to
lower-level steps.

HL&P RESPONSE

Writer's guide step 3.1.8 will be revised to allow placing information
locations at either the key step or substeps. If all substeps require a check
of the same instrumentation, then the appropriate placement for location would
be in the key step. If the substeps require checks of varied instruments,
then each substep requires the information location. Otherwise, the procedure
could be cluttered unnecessarily.

NRC COMMENT

B.11.g. The examples of procedure key steps in Sections 7.10.1 and
13.1.3 contain neither the information source nor the
location. When Section 3.1.8 is revised in the manner
discussed above, the examples in Sections 7.10.1 and 13.1.3
(as well as other examples) should be revised to be in
conformance with the revised format instructions.

HL&P RESPONSE

Examples will be revised as per the writer's guide requirements.

NRC COMMENT

B.12.a. Section 7.2.1 presents location information in a dif ferent
manner than is specified in Section 8. This example should

; be revised so that location information is presented

| consistently at all times.

HL&P RESPONSE
!

The writer's guide example will be revised to meet the requirements of the
guide.
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NRC COMMENT *

B.12.b. Section 7.5 states that the location of an operator action
should be included "when possible". The writer's guide
should specifically discuss the situations when location
information should and should not be included.

HL&P RESPONSE

Writer's guide Step 7.5 will be revised to be consistent with Step 8.4.

NRC COMMENT

B.12.c. Section 8.4 states that location information should be given
the first time a piece of equipment is cited in the
procedure. Because of the diverse nature of E0Ps and the
cross-referencing between E0Ps, an operator might enter a
procedure af ter the location information had initially been
given. For this reason, location information should be given
every time the piece of equipment appears in the procedure.

HL&P RESPONSE

Placement of locations within the text of the procedure is an operator aid and
is not intended to replace the training he has received. Providing these
locations at each step would greatly lengthen the procedure. We believe
lengthening the procedure to support this suggestion is counterproductive.

NRC COMMENT

B.13.a. Section 10.4.3 states that when more than two conditions are
combined, "a list format is preferred". Rather than stating
what is preferred, this section should be revised to
specifically instruct procedure writers to use a list format ,

when combining more than two conditions.

HL&P RESPONSE

The STPEGS and WOG writer's guides agree with the preference of listing.
Reference: WOG Executive Vol; Guideline Writer's Guide; Page 21.

i
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NRC COMMENTS

B.13.b. The writer's guide does not discuss the difference between
. the conjunction "and" and the logic term AND. If this
'

dif ference is not clear, operators could mistake a list for
a logical sequence. The writer's guide should specify the
formatting of conjunctions so they will not be confused with
logic terms.

B.13.c. The logic terms AND and OR can be confusing when used in the
same step. Although such uses of AND and OR should be
avoided, there are occasions when it becomes necessary to

. combine these terms . The writer's guide should provide
| guidance and examples of acceptable usage for these

situations.

B.13.d. Section 10.4.4 states that OR may be used in both the
j inclusive and the exclusive sense. So that operators are at

all times certain of the meaning of OR, the exclusive OR
should be formatted in a different manner than the inclusive
OR. This section should be revised to provide instructions-

for formatting each use.

i

HL&P RESPONSE
,

Logic usage as specified in the STP writer's guide and the WOG writer's guide
j are in agreement. (Reference given in response to B.13.a.) Specifying

additional formatting requirements for identifying when the words "and" and'

"or" are used as conjunctions would only add another recognition required by

! the operator.
!

:
!

NRC COMMENT

i

i B.13.e. IF is used without THEN once in the example in Section

| 3.4.1.1, twice in the example in Section 3.4.1.2, and once
in the example in Section 13.2.3. These examples should be

i

I revised to conform to the rules established in Section 10.3.

I
t

i

j HL&P RESPONSE

Application of the examples are correct when consideration is given to the
i other writer's guide requirements, i.e., actions verb placement, readability,
! and structure. Step 10.3 will be revised to allow logic terms to be utilized

within procedure steps consistent with the action verb placement.

,

!
i

- - - - - - , - _ . . - - ,. -,_. - _ - ,_ - -_.-_-__._.__. . . _ -_ -..__ - . - - ,. -_
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,

B.13.f. Because of the confusion that can result when using logic
terms in E0Ps, we suggest that examples of the correct use

: of each logic term be included in Section 10.
!

'

,
'

HL&P RESPONSE

The STPEGS writer's guide and the WOG writer's guide are in agreement. Step
10.4 will be revised to reference logic term examples contained within the
procedure.

i,

!
i

|
l

NRC COMMENT

B.14.a. Operators should be aware of all information in a note |
.

',
before they perform the step to which the note applies.

'

Section 12.1 should be revised to indicate that notes will
be placed directly before the step or procedure to which
they apply, even when the note " pertains to the results of!

'
the step".

HL&P RESPONSE
i

Notes are placed af ter steps when the validity of the note is applicable as a'

; result of the step. In order to be consistent with step sequence structure

| and procedure flow, this latitude must exist.

NRC COMMENT
!

! B.14.b. To ensure that the flow of information to operators is
uninterrupted, it is important that cautions and notes be
presented entirely on one page. The writer's guide should

,

be revised to indicate that each note and caution will
appear entirely on a single page.

|

|
>

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be revised in Steps 11.2 and 12.2 to reflect this
requirement.

4

|
:

(
I
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B.15. To minimize confusion, delays, and errors in the execution of E0P
steps, the following concerns should be addressed in the writer's
guide:

a. Action steps should be structured to minimize the physical
interference of personnel in the control room while carrying
out procedural steps.

b. Action steps should be structured to avoid unintentional
*

duplication of tasks.

HL&P RESPONSE

Operational assignments for individual operators in the Control Room are made
per Step 5.5 of the writer's guide. Specific individuals are assigned in
areas of the Control Room per " Reactor Operations Division Conduct of
Operations", OPGP03-ZO-0005. This accomplishes the result referred to in the
comment.

NRC COMMENT

B.16.a. Section 14.1 states that the term referencing " implies that
the procedure will be used as a supplement to the procedure
presently being used". This definition of referencing is
not clear and could lead to operator confusion during the
execution of E0Ps. For this reason, the definition of
referencing should be revised to clarify the distinction
between referencing and branching.

HL&P RESPONSE

Section 14.1 of the writer's guide will be revised to remove this implication
when referring to " referencing". When an operator is to reference another
procedure, he should be directed to use an existing operational procedure or
E0P Addendum to accomplish the task. Example: " RESTORE power to ESF Busses
from the EMERG XFMER - USE Addendum 1", or " PLACE Ri!R in service - USE IPOP02-
Ril-0001, "RHR System Operation", Section 5.0". As indicated, the word "USE"
specifically directs the operator to supplement a procedure in use.
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NRC COMMENT

B.16.b. Section 14 should be revised to provide the specific
formatting of a branch and of a reference, and examples
should be provided. We recommend that GO To be used to
indicate a branch and REFER TO be used to indicate a
reference. We further recommend that the step title and the
entire step number be included in the reference, e.g., Go to
POP 05-E0-1, " Loss of Reactor Coolant", Step 20. Partial

step titles could be confusing in an emergency.

HL&P RESPONSE

The STPEGS writer's guide specifies that action verbs are to be capitalized
and the selection used to show how the operator is to respond (refer to NRC
Comment No. 11). Therefore action verbs, " REFER", "G0", and "USE" provide the
operator the direction without using a key phrase.

NRC COMMENT

B.16.c. Transitions to other procedures or sections of procedures
can be disruptive and cause unnecessary delays. In order to
facilitate rapid movement from one part of the E0Ps to
another, some method for easily identifying sections or
subsections in the E0P, such as tabbing, should be
specified.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be revised to specify the method of location aids for
addendums to the E0Ps.

NRC COMMENT

B.17.a. The uses of hyphenation described in Sections 15.2.4,
15.2.5, and 15.2.6 do not reflect standard English usage, do
not appear to make these words less confusing, and should be
avoided.

IIL&P RESPONSE

The hyphenations referenced are legitimate based on Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionary, Copyright 1981, Page 1516.

.
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NRC COMMENT

B.17.b. Section 15.3.2 instructs procedure writers to "use a colon
to indicate that a list of items is to follow". The lists
in the examples in 7.6.1, 7.10.1, and 13.1.3 are not
introduced by colons. The writer's guide should revised so
that examples are consistent with instructions in the text.

B.17.c. Section 15.3.4 should revised to allow the use of
parentheses for adverse containment conditions as discussed
in Section 7.14.

HL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be corrected to show examples formatted and written as
per the guide. Steps 15.3.4 and 7.14 will be corrected to show agreement.

NRC COMMENT

B.18.a. In Sections 3.4.1.1 and 3.4.1.2, the headings " Symptoms of
Inadequate Core Cooling" and " Reactor Coolant Pump Trip ,

'

Criteria" are underlined. The text of the writer's guide
does not contain instructions to underline auch headings.
If such headings are to be underlined, the text of the
writer's guide should contain instruction to do so.

HL&P RESPONSE

The text of the writer's guide will be revised to reflect the requirement to
underline these headings.

NRC COMMENT

B.18.b. Section 8.5 indicates that the engraved terms on panels
should be fully capitalized and underlined in E0Ps. This
combination of emphasis techniques is similar to that used
for logic terms and would detract from the emphasis of logic
terms. For this reason, we recommend that engraved terms
not be underlined.

|
I
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IIL&P RESPONSE I,

|

Engraved terms are underlined to differentiate them from action verbs. We
*

believe that the opportunity for confusion between action verbs and engraved
items is greater than that for engraved items and logic terms.

|

NRC COHMENT

B.18.c. In the example in Section 13.2.3, the word "use" is I
'

capitalized. The writer's guide requires that action verbs
be capitalized, but "use" is not included in the Addendum 6,

|

the list of actions verbs. The writer's guide should be
revised to eliminate this inconsistency.

1

ilL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be revised to add "use" to the action verb list.

|

|
NRC COMMENT

B.19 was withdrawn by the NRC.

NRC COHNENT

B.20. Vocabulary and syntax used in E0Ps should be readily understood by
both procedure preparers and operators. Section 15.4.4 instructs
procedure writers to " define key words that may be used in more
than one sense". The use of words with more than one meaning could
lead to operator confusion. This section should be revised to
state that ambiguous terms will be avoided in E0Ps, and that all |

'

terms requiring definition will be defined in the list of
acceptable terms,

i

ilL&P RESPONSE

The STPEGS writer's guido uses the same rules as the WOG writer's guide (pages
37-38). We have adapted the same notes giving definitions as the WOG and have
also trained the operators in their meanings. Step 15.4.4 is used when a
meaning must be applied uniquely to a single procedure.

|

|

|
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NRC COMMENT -

B.21.a. Section 16.2 states that "the full meaning of the
,

abbreviation, other than abbreviations listed in Addendum 4,
should be written out before the first use and whenever in
doubt". Because of the diverse nature of E0Ps, and the
cross-referencing and branching of E0Ps, an operator might
be directed into an E0P after the acronym had been initially
defined. For this reason, definitions should Le given in
the list of acronyms rather than in the text of procedures,
and only acronyms from Addendum 4, the List of
Abbreviations, should be used.

HL&P RESPONSE

The allowance by the writer's guide to form and define an abbreviation is to
allow the E0P writer to use an abbreviation where it may appear in one
procedure. Therefore, the need to add to the list of " commonly" used
abbreviations is not justified. Refer to NUREG-0899, Item 4.6.2.

NRC COMMENT

B.21.b. Section 16.5 states that "acronyas may be used if they are
defined or commonly used". Only acronyms that have been
specifically defined in the list of approved acronyms should
be used in E0Ps. Section 16.5 should be revised to state
that only acronyms f rom Addendum 4, the List of
Abbreviation, should be used in E0Ps.

IIL&P RESPONSE

The writer's guide will be revised to indicate that only those commonly used
acronyms in Addendum 4 are to be used in the E0Ps.

___
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,

; B.21.c. Many of the abbreviations in Addendum 4 stand for simple I

expressions, e.g., CLD for cold .DN for down, INL for inlet,i

Lo for low, RM for room, and STRT for start. Such;

abbreviations could be eliminated without increasing the
j complexity of procedures; furthermore, these abbreviations
. would be more easily coderstood by operators if written out.

We suggest that such abbreviations be used only if they are'

.

part of an engraved name and Addendum 4 be revised to
| include only abbreviations and acronyts that simplify
' completed expressions.

4

f HL&P RESPONSE

j The referenced expressions are used to be consistent with control panel
j engravings. We believe the abbreviations in Addendum 4 simplify completed
j expressions.

} NRC COMMENT
:

B.21.d. Addendum 4 contains several abbreviations which stand for
! more than one expression, i.e., DPM for Decades Per Minute
! or Disintegrations Per Minute; POL for Polish, Polishing, or

| Polisher, REV for Reverse or Revision; and SYNCil for :

I Synchronize or Synchroscope. The use of such ambiguous
'

abbreviations in procedures could lead to operator,

confusion. The writer's guide should be revised so that,

each abbreviation and acronym stands for a single,

expression.

!

!
'

ilL&P RESPONSE ,

1 i

| When read in context the meanings of those abbreviations with dual
applications are nelf explanatory. Example, when reading Source Range D.P.M.,*

! it is obvious that the meaning is decades per minute and not disintegrations

! per minute..

,

f

1

!

i

|
E

1

i

_ . _ . _ _ . . _ _ . . _ _ . _ . . . , _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ , , . _ __.
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NRC COMMENT

B.21.e. Addendum 4 contains several abbreviations that are similar
to each other, e.g., CONT for control and CONTR for
controller; EXCS for Excess, EXCT for Excitation, EXH for
Exhaust, EXP for Expansion, and EXTR for Extraction; H.P.
for Health Physics and HP for High Pressure; IMP for impulse
and IMPL for Impeller; POS for Positive and POSIT for

* position; T/C for Thermocouple and Tc/TC for cold leg
reactor coolant; and XFER for Transfer, XFMR for
Transformer, and XMTR for Transmitter. Such abbreviations
could be easily confused by operators. Because such
abbreviations would complicate rather than simplify

;

procedures, we recommend that use of these abbreviations be '

minimized.

HL&P RESPONSE

See response to B.21.c and B.21.d.
,

NRC COMMENT

B.21.f. Addendum 4 contains many abbreviations which are words
themselves, i.e., ADD for Additive, BOOST for Booster, MINI
for Minimum, MOIST for Moisture, PRESS for Pressure, TERM
for Terminal, and VENT for Ventilation. Because operators
could easily mistake these abbreviations for capitalized
words, we recommend they be eliminated.

HL&P RESPONSE

See response to B.21.c and B.21.d

NRC COMMENT

B.21.g. Addendum 4 includes the abbreviation Tc/TC for Cold Leg
Reactor Coolant and Th/TH for Hot Leg Reactor Coolant. It

appears that two alternative abbreviations are being given
for each expression. Such redundant terminology needlessly
complicated E0Ps and should be avoided. The writer's guide
should be revised to address this concern.

HL&P RESPONSE

See response to B.21.c.
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NRC COMMENT .

B.22. E0Ps must be current to be usable. The writer's guide should
describe a system for ensuring that the E0Ps are updated in a
timely fashion when there are changes in the plant design,
Technical Specifications, in the writer's guide, in the control

I room, or in other plant procedures that interface with the E0Ps.

|

| HL&P RESPONSE

Procedure updates due to revision changes are provided through the use of
Administrative procedure OPAP03-ZA-0012. " Cross Reference Tracking Program".

i This procedure provides the means to generate notices of required procedure
! changes due to changes in referenced material.

NRC COHMENT

B.23. Because they will be used in stressful conditions and under time
constraints, E0Ps must be easily accessible to operators and should
be easily identifiabic. The writer's guide should be expanded to
address the availability of the E0Ps to control room staff and to
indicate the manner in which E0Ps will be distinguished from other

plant procedures. See NUREG-0899, Section 6.1, for additional
guidance.

HL&P RESPONSE

A reference will be made in the Procedures Generation Package to show the
interaction between the administrative controls which govern distribution of

procedures and assignments of procedure location.

NRC COMMENT

B.24. To preclude operator difficulty in reading E0Ps, it is important
that the quality of E0P copics (e.g., 1cgibility, completeness,
color) approximates the quality of the original procedure. The
writer's guide should be expanded to address this point. See
NUREG-0899, Section 6.2.2, for further information.

- _ _ _ - - -- , .
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HL&P RESPONoE

Administrative procedure OPGP03-ZA-0013 specifies that the copies made shall
be made from the " master" copy in the Document Control Center, while procedure
OPAP05-ZO-0014, " Reproduction Services" outlines responsibilities to ensure :

'

proper quality and completeness of copied procedures. This type of
information is not appropriate for the writer's guide and is covered by other
plant procedures.

I

l

i

i
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION PROGRAM

NRC COMMENT

C.1. The PGP should specify that plant operators, subject matter
experts, procedure writers, and human factors experts should be
involved in all phases on the verification and validation program.

IIL&P RESPONSE

As specified in 6.1.1.4 and 6.1.2.2 of OPGP03-ZA-0027, " Emergency Operating
Procedures Preparation, Approval, and Implementation", those personnel
selected for the validation teams are to have successfully passed all training
up to the date of the validation test. This also includes training on the
E0Ps. Although not specified,itL&P did contract with Torrie Pines, Inc. to
provide two human factors consultants to observe the validation test. The
above referenced procedure will be revised to include human factors experts to
be a component of the future validation team.

NRC COMMENT

C.2. Particular attention should be paid to deviations from and
additions to the ERGS that are of safety significance during the
verification and validation programs. These verification and
validation steps can be accomplished separately or as a part of the
E0P verification and validation programs. The PGP should discuss
how the deviations from and additions to the ERGS are to be
verified and validated.

EL&P EESPQMSE

Step justification forms are used to document all differences between the ERGS
and the STPECS E0Ps. Examples of these forms for the E0P on Steam Cenerator

,

Tube Rupture are included as Attachment 3 to this submittal. These deviations
are verified and validated as part of the verification and validation exercise
for the E0Ps. This includes technical reviews as well as actual usage of the
precedure on the simulator.
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NRC COMMENT .

j- C.3.a. Section 6.2.2 of the E0P Preparation, Approval, and
Implementation document should be expanded to include a"

description of the criteria that will be used to select the.

i scenarios to be run during the validation process. The
criteria should be developed on the basis of what is needed to

I.
, validate the procedures and should ensure that single,
sequential, and concurrent failures are included. A review of
the capabilities and the limitations of the simulator will-

then identify what can be validated on the simulator.

,

,

HL&P RESPONSE
.

| Step 6.2.2.2 of procedure OPGP03-ZA-0027 is used as the basis for which to
test the E0Ps during the validation exercise. With this in mind and to comply;

with the intent of 6.3.1.1, multiple failures will be introduced. Section;

; 6.2.2 will be expanded to provide further guidance on specific malfunctions to
j be placed on the simulator during the course of the exercise in order to force

the operators through compounded E0P usage.

t

!

NRC COMMENT

i

) C.3.b. For the parts of the E0Ps that cannot be validated on the
j simulator, the criteria for selecting the additional

validation that is need and the methods to be used, such as ai

! control room or plant walk-through, should be described.
|
,

4

HL&P RESPONSE

Step 6.3.1 will be revised to indicate that the plant simulator in the first,

! choice for the validation method. If the simulator is not available or fails

! during the validation exercise, the walk-through method in to be utilized
| using Section 6.1.2 of OPGP03-ZA-0027.

I

i NRC COHMENT
i

| C.4. The E0Ps will require a certain number of operators to carry out
j the various activities and steps as specified. The

! verification / validation program should indicate that the E0Ps will
i be exercised during simulator exercises or control room walk-
i throughs with the minimum control room staff required by the
! facility Technical Specifications.
;

}
!

!
|

|

l
,

I

1
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HL&P RESPONSE
,

Section 6.1 of OPGP03-ZA-0027, " Emergency Operating Procedures Preparation,
Approval, and Implementation" will be revised to ensure that future
validations will be carried out with a minimum Control Room crew as specified
by Technical Specifications. The validation process for the current E0Ps was
accomplished utilizing the specified personnel in the current revision of the
procedure. The teams assembled did conform to the Westinghouse Standard
Technical Specifications.

NRC COMMENT

C.5. The PGP should be expanded to discuss how the verification and
validation program will account for the differences between units.

IIL&P RESPONSE

South Texas Projects' Unit 1 and Unit 2 are identical units with identical
Control Room layouts. Variations between units are only in the number schemes
for component identification. Section 8.0 of the writer's guide shows methods
of differentiation.

l

|

!

i
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TRAINING PROGRAM

NRC COMMENT

0.1 The training program description does not include training objectives.
These E0Ps should be expanded to indicate that, after conclusion of
training, trainees will:

a. Understand the philosophy behind the approach to the E0Ps, i.e.,
their structure and approach to transient and accident mitigation,
including control of safety functions, accident evaluation and
diagnosis and the achievement of safe, stable or shutdown
conditions.

b. Understand the mitigation strategy and technical bases of the EOPs,
i.e., the function and use of plant systems, subsystems, components,
in mitigating transients and accidents.

c. Have a working knowledge of the technical content of the E0Ps, i.e.,
they must understand and know how to perform each step in all EOPs
to achieve E0P objectives.

~

d. Be capable of executing the E0Ps (as individuals and teams) under
operational conditions, i.e., they must be able to carry out an E0P
successfully during transients and accidents.

HL&P RESPONSE

These concerns are addressed in ST-HL-AE-1266 dated June 14, 1985, STPEGS
Procedure Generation Package Part V A Phase I training, classroom training,
and Part V B Phase II training, simulator training.

NRC COMMENT

D.2 The training program description should be expanded to indicate that all
E0Ps will be exercised by all operators on the simulator or, for those
areas not conducive to simulator training, in control room walk-throughs.

HL&P RESPONSE

These concerns are addressed in ST-HL-AE-1266 dated June 14, 1985, STPEGS
Procedure Generation Package, Parts V A and 0 Phase I and Phase II training.
As stated in referenced submittal, E0P's are covered in depth in classroom
training and exercised on the simulator by the operators.
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NRC COMMENT

D.3 The training program should be expanded to indicate the use of a wide
variety of scenarios, including simultaneous and sequential failures, to
fully exercise the E0Ps on.the simulator or in control room
walk-throughs, thus exposing the operators to a wide variety of E0P uses.

HL&P RESPONSE

These concerns are addressed in ST-HL-AE-1266 dated June 14, 1985, STPEGS
Procedure Generation Package Part V B.2, Phase II simulator training simulator
session.

NRC COMMENT

D.4 The PGP should indicate that operators will be evaluated after training
and that all operators will be evaluated.

HL&P RESPONSE

The operators were administered written examinations and simulator
examinations which tested their knowledge and abilities to execute selected
major E0P's under single and multiple failure conditions.

-


